The Evolutionary Paradigm and Aboriginal People
Howitt solemnly instructed the membership, that 'it behoves us ... to set earnestly to work to record all that can be learned as to customs and beliefs, the arts of peace and war, of probably the most primitive race now existing of mankind.' 1 Howitt neither questioned the moral obligation, incumbent upon amateurs and scientists alike, to undertake this empirical assemblage of ethnographic data, nor its urgency. He was stimulated by the social evolutionary paradigm known today as Social Darwinism and excited by the assumed potential of Aboriginal society to act as a storehouse of fossil customs and primeval survivals, 2 which would supply vital clues concerning 'the probable origin and development of social institutions.' These people supplied the prototype of hunter-gatherer society, in every aspect, economic, social and physical, 'the iconic people of anthropology,' as Elvi Whittaker termed them at the Workshop. Time was short. Howitt already had predicted the virtual extinction of the Aboriginal race across the continent within a generation.
3 That same year, a science congress was consoled by James Barnard, that the passing popular prejudices and misconceptions. Their theories effectively justified laws and behaviour which effectively denied human dignity and civil rights, while ignoring the individual as the essential human social unit. This identification of anthropologists with official bureaucracy in the past is largely responsible for the ambivalent place of anthropologists in contemporary Aboriginal society. Unfortunately, archaeologists are popularly associated with evolutionary theory, so they are also subject to suspicion or antagonism from revitalised Aboriginality, whose philosophical basis, the Dreaming, is creationist, a concept bolstered today by Fundamentalist Christian influences.
Howitt's exhortation to ethnographic research also failed to mention a paramount consideration of modern research, that is the manner of its funding. Probably this matter was so obvious to his audience that it was irrelevant, because funding was not always regarded as the lifeblood of Australian research. Self-help was then the customary order. No publicly funded research granting schemes existed until well into the twentieth century, and although the four existing universities were state enterprises, financial provisions for research were minimal. As for anthropology, it was not taught anywhere under any of its manifestations, until a Chair of Anthropology was established at Sydney university in 1926. Although Australian benefactors drew their wealth chiefly from the pastoral exploitation of Aboriginal lands, they seldom endowed any academic enterprises, while anthropological needs were ignored. The changing nature of support for anthropological research is another theme examined later. 
Prejudice and Dogma in Anthropological History
The opinions typified by Jenks remained orthodox for decades and they still have their cynical adherents. Aborigines remained the passive recipients of 'research' based upon preconceived philosophical or evolutionary notions. The establishment of anthropology as a discipline must be assessed within this ideological context. There is little point in recapitulating much of the evidence here, because it has been expounded elsewhere. 7 Other recent reappraisals include papers by Peterson, 8 Jones 9 and the detailed biographies of A.P. Elkin 10 and Sir Baldwin Spencer.
! l Before selecting some case studies which reflect the development of the discipline in Australia, it is necessary to provide some background as to why it is that the present non-Aboriginal Australian population faces moral, political and legal dilemmas in its relationship to Aboriginal Australians. For this situation, earlier 'experts' share much of the responsibility, and it is an essential aspect of the growth and standing of anthropology. This is an assessment with the wisdom of hindsight. It is only fair to observe that many ethnographers were humanitarians in spirit and were well in advance of their contemporaries in their racial attitudes and their integrity.
The crucial message conveyed by recent archaeological discoveries and the existing close collaboration between communities and anthropologists, concerns the essentially human values which characterised Aboriginal society from ancestral to contemporary generations. The varied burial rituals and other ceremonial activities inferred from the evidence, the antiquity and great stylistic variations in art and the concern for spiritual life and intimate connections with the land, all demonstrate that the spiritual and social life which characterised Aboriginal societies in 1788, possessed immense time depth. Yet early colonists brought a contrasting package of perceptions to bear on Aboriginal society. They deemed it impossible for Aborigines to possess any creative imagination, spirituality or humanitarian attitudes. As significant and influen-7 My own contribution to this discourse includes the following papers: The Australian Aborigines, 1606 -1929 : Opinion and Fieldwork,' Historical Studies (Australia and New Zealand), 8 (1958 ; 'The Anthropologist as Tribal Elder, ' Mankind, 1 (1970) ' The blacks would not leave their own hunting grounds, and would pine away at once if removed from them. The various tribes would never agree ... consequently the idea of settling them together was reluctantly abandoned.' Baldwin Spencer, a biologist and director of the National Museum of Victoria, achieved an international reputation for his anthropological field work around the turn of the century. Spencer, who had been taught by Tylor and was befriended by Howitt, typified the intellectual stance of the paradigm of evolutionary social theory. It served to divorce living informants as individuals from abstract social, but ^assumed scientific principles. As the most influential adviser to government of shis generation, he was sent to Darwin in 1912, to formulate policy for the Commonwealth government.
Assessed from the modern perspective, it is regrettable that even his most constructive recommendation, the establishment of major Aboriginal reserves, was conditioned partly by his biologically determined thesis that the Aboriginal race was destined to become extinct, and therefore humanitarian principles coincided with the expediency of studying them while there was time. 22 The priority of science was given public expression at the 1913 Australasian Association for the Advancement of Science meeting in a resolution, 'That in view of the rapid decadence and disappearance of the Australian aborigines, it is urgent that, in the interests of science, further records and collections, illustrative of the beliefs, customs, and manner of life ... should be made for public preservation.' Spencer's formal scientific training overshadowed his personal humanitarianism. In his 1901 museum handbook, for example, Spencer deplored the passing of the Tasmanians, chiefly it seems, because of their scientific potential: They were, in fact, living representatives of Palaeolithic man, lower in the scale of cultures than any human beings now upon earth. It is a matter for the deepest regret that they were allowed to become extinct without our gaining anything but the most meagre information. ...
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As for the mainlanders, they 'may be regarded as a relic of the early childhood of mankind left stranded in a part of the world where he has, without the impetus derived from competition, remained in a low condition of savagery'. Capitalism and progress therefore went together. As James Frazer observed of Spencer's findings: 'In the struggle for existence progress depends mainly on competition; the more numerous the competitors, the fiercer is the competition, and the more rapid consequently is evolution.' Significantly, the purpose of this social anthropological research as he expounded it, was to improve administration in Papua New Guinea. His discussion of Australian research needs was restricted to human biology. Evidently, he saw no scope for the application of social anthropological concepts to Aboriginal administration: Australia, by its possession, in the aborigines, of a highly specialised variety of our species affords an opportunity for very important investigations in the field of Human Biology, an opportunity, however, which must be seized very soon, since, with the rapid disappearance of the race, in a few years it will have gone.
White Australia
During the early decades of this century European Australians worried over two racial issues which they considered basic to the fabric of society. The first concerned the maintenance of a White Australia, the other the problem of the so-called half-caste population. The roots of both these racial obsessions had diverse origins in the Australian psyche, but they were bolstered and given academic respectability by scientists with social evolutionary preconceptions. Eugenics, social engineering, promised to improve the racial stock through selective breeding of the population within Australia, while strict immigration laws ensured the continuing purity of the White gene pool.
Radcliffe-Brown sensibly thought that it was 'premature' to create an applied science institute of Eugenics, until greater knowledge was obtained of the principles of heredity and variation. 29 However, he conceded that it was desirable 'to improve the average quality of the human stock, to breed finer men and women, to eliminate as far as possible the feeble-minded and degenerate'. When giving evidence to a 1934 Western Australian Royal Commission on the treatment of Aborigines, a medical witness expressed matters more bluntly: I wish to speak of the half-caste and the breeding out of the half-caste, the black man, whose presence irritates us ... and who is now in addition a standing menace to our dreams of a white Australia.
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Significantly, the thirties ushered in the racial evils of Hitlerite Germany, with which these sentiments were in accord. Australia was actually at war with Germany, when the Western Australian Commissioner of Native Affairs praised the use of 'corrective discipline' for Aborigines, which was not a policy employed 'elsewhere, except in Germany, I doubt whether methods such as these have been adopted in dealing with the forced labour of natives. ...' In 1937, the state and commonwealth governments adopted the Policy of Absorption, believing 'that the destiny of the natives of Aboriginal origin, but not of the fullblood, lies in their ultimate absorption by the people of the Commonwealth and it therefore recommends that all efforts be directed to that end.' 32 The consequence was the assimilation policy of transforming 'them' to 'us'. One of Australia's major moral and social problems today, is inherited from the consequences of this denial of human rights, when children and parents are separated 'for their country's good'. The policy was espoused, amongst others, by Radcliffe-Brown's influential successor in the Sydney Chair, A.P. Elkin.
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Assimilation had been supported previously by Baldwin Spencer, who advised the Commonwealth government: 'The aboriginal,' he informed parliament, 'is a very curious mixture; mentally, about the level of a child who has little control over his feelings. ... He has no sense of responsibility and, except in rare cases, no initiative.' As for half-castes, 'the mother is of very low intellectual grade, while the father most often belongs to the coarser and more unrefined members of higher races.' Anticipating Radcliffe-Brown and Elkin, Spencer saw the solution in the removal of such children from their aboriginal mothers 'even though it may seem cruel to separate the mother and child, it is better to do so. ...'
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In the light of such evidence for cultural bias, it is understandable that Aboriginal people feel antagonistic to, or suspicious of, anthropologists. This applies equally to archaeologists, whose late arrival on the Australian scene means they were not involved in those previous ideologies or activities. However, they have been labelled together with an earlier generation of 'diggers,' whom archaeologists disown. These were the biological scientists, vainly optimistic and racially biased, who equated non-whites with evolutionary primitiveness, and who promoted eugenics and comparative racial studies, while throughout the first half of this century they removed burials to museums in their hundreds. The rub for archaeologists like myself is that, in reference only to ancient, not the historically identifiable burials, we are aware that those remains are now important for totally different reasons. The chief of these is the cultural data encoded in those burial practices and bones, which is of future deep significance to Aboriginal people themselves and scholars. 47 It is ironic, therefore, that none of the Australian data utilised in these diverse schema were collected by professional anthropologists, while many of the ideas advanced by those celebrities who adopted them, were obsolete before any anthropological post became established in Australia. It also is highly relevant in retrospect, that the Aboriginal people were mere ciphers in those grand evolutionary designs.
Intellectual Networks on the Periphery
Although an anthropological division had been established at the inaugural congress of the Australasian Association for the Advancement of Science in 1888, anthropology remained the preserve of a few amateurs, particularly public servants, clergymen and pastoralists.
48 Such busy enthusiasts were remarkably dedicated, usually working in geographic isolation, far removed from their intellectual peers, in our ambient cultural environment of indifference or racial contempt. Often, their sole reward was praise from some distant great man whom they never met. Their perseverance in the face of physical and intellectual adversity is a cogent argument for applying the model-patron/client: centre/periphery-to the growth of Australian anthropology. Well documented intellectual relationships, such as those between Lorimer Fison and Lewis Henry Morgan, Howitt and E.B. Tylor, R.H. Mathews and Mrs Langloh Parker with Andrew Lang, Spencer and Gillen with Sir James Frazer, proved rewarding motivational and directional lodestars for the colonial beneficiaries of metropolitan patronage, praise and publicity. 49 When applied to the local situation, however, this model's imperial centrality and simplicity conceals the extent to which the clients were themselves initiators of field methods, or devised innovative concepts, which did not slavishly imitate their patron's pattern. 50 The network of contacts established around the continent between 'clients' proved equally important. 
Artefact Collection and Distribution
Aboriginal artefacts had been collected as curios or exemplars of savage life since 1788. The postal ethnographers went further, in collecting material objects chiefly to illustrate the technology and intellectual level of Aboriginal culture. While they retained items in their private cabinets or donated them to regional or colonial (later state) museums, many objects were sent to their overseas patrons. Tylor even requested specific items from Howitt. During that period of minimal museum funding, curators used local artefacts as a form of barter currency to exchange for ethnographic items from other cultures. In this way Australian material culture became widely dispersed in European and American museums.
66 Baldwin Spencer freely dispersed his museum's collection (largely accumulated through his initiatives) in the cause of comparative ethnography. He sent at least 153 specimens to Leningrad in 1908, in exchange for a Samoyed sledge and accoutrements. 67 Missionaries on the Australian periphery also initiated networks which supplied information and artefacts to their European birthplaces or religious centres. German Lutheran missions, in particular, played a major role in supplying institutions in the Fatherland with exhibits. Although many collections were destroyed during wartime bombing, surviving collections are important because of their 
Research Funding before 1914
Although there were no public funds dedicated for anthropological research during the era before the University of Sydney department opened in 1926, there were many expedients which assisted that cause.
69 One related to the use of government printing offices to facilitate publication. Possibly the earliest official assistance was engineered by R. Brough Smyth, secretary to the Victorian Board for the Protection of the Aborigines. He collated material for his Aborigines of Victoria,, printed in 1878 by the Government Printer, as also was E.M. Curr's The Aboriginal Race (1886). Smyth authorised the printing of the first series of Howitt and Fison questionnaires in 1874, although postage fees were a burden on its authors, as was the expense of printing Kamileroi and Kurnai, for which they shared the cost of publishing 550 copies.
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Until the premature abolition of the Geological Survey of Victoria in 1869, Brough Smyth also served as its secretary. The Victoria Survey achieved notable success under the direction of A.R.C. Selwyn, later to achieve Canadian fame. The interface between geology, archaeology and ethnography was evident in the progress reports issued by the Survey; which included references to middens and artefacts. Robert Etheridge, a staff member, later directed Sydney's Australian Museum, adding an interest in enlarging its ethnographic collections to his palaeontological expertise. Inspired by the Survey's example, A.W. Howitt published a series of detailed field studies of Gippsland geology, combining much invaluable ethnography with perceptive geology.
Both of Taplin's books were published by the South Australian government, initially after the intervention of the colonial governor, Musgrave, who was sympathetic to salvage ethnography. 71 It is relevant to note foundation reaction to an ANRC emergency, when the ANRC Treasurer committed suicide in 1934, after embezzling funds. Fortunately for anthropology, Rockefeller money remained intact, unlike £5000 misappropriated from the Carnegie Corporation. Even so, this episode revealed laxity and unprofessional administration. Instead of criticism, the Foundation advanced £700 in case it was needed in the emergency, and proceeded to unconditionally allocate its funding for the next three years. 91 On the occasion of the expiry of its funding agreement in 1938, the Foundation sought ANRC reflections on the success of the programme.
92 'We are interested in knowing whether our assistance has led to the recognition of the importance of continuing activity and if local financing will be sufficient to maintain it,' its Director observed.
Although the response to the second query was not encouraging, the Foundation's acceptance note was both courteous and understanding, with no indication of disappointment, irritation or warning for lost opportunities, past or future: 96 Miscegenation was the ultimate solution, he proclaimed, believing that 'atavism is not in evidence so far as colour is concerned. Eliminate in future the full-blood and the white and one blend will remain ... the race will become white.' An eastern Aboriginal leader described the policy of his department as 'out Hitlering Hitler'. 97 The extent of his authoritarian eugenic scientism was expounded at length some years later in his book Australia's Coloured Minority. 'The native must be helped in spite of himself!,' Neville announced, 'Even if a measure of discipline is necessary it must be applied, but it can be applied in such a way as to appear to be gentle persuasion ... the end in view will justify the means employed. As the newly appointed head of Australia's only anthropology department, A.P. Elkin revealed himself to be an advisor whose concept of anthropology was narrowly defined and who was willing to be guided by expediency. Just as he eliminated psychological anthropology from the 'true way' of social anthropology (and continued to do so), he also treated research by South Australians on various biological and material culture fields with a dismissive and unhelpful approach." From my personal experience of conditions and researchers during the forties and fifties, it is evident that Elkin frequently hindered research by any but those in, or from, his own department.
Such possibly uncharitable observations explain, to some extent, the slow growth of anthropology in other centres. They neither explain the cultural apathy which characterised white Australian attitudes to the indigenous people, nor excuse the harsh paternalist and Eurocentric policies adopted by State and Federal Aboriginal 'welfare' bureaucracies during this same stark period. More significant, however, was the growth of Aboriginally from the late sixties. This is a fundamental cultural revival and identity search, so that by the end of this century Aboriginal anthropologists should be undertaking their own major research. The challenge to all governments and to both Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal Australians, is to ensure that research and teaching funding in anthropology is adequate, and it is undertaken in an ambient cultural environment in which the urgency of salvage and the rivalry of self-interest are no longer the motivating forces, where interracial harmony and mutual respect have replaced them.
To the Present

